What you can do and learn from home
or in socially distant safe environments

Tips to get your phone
photos organized while you
have time

• Organize Your
iPhone photos

Vol. V.
4/16/20
A newsletter from the Education Committee since classes are
cancelled and the studio is closed...please keep learning and enjoying
your photography.

Next Week’s Newsletter Competition...a little fun while
starting to be cabin crazy...
Here’s an entertaining and creative video Dale Methven found titled
locked in the house and bored in the kitchen. She suggests you try a
large vase if you don’t have a fish tank. Not to be outdone, Tom Hanley
found this one with twelve in-home projects to while away the hours and
keep your mind racing. So all you engineers, scientists and others who
love experiments, try a few.

• Organize your

Android Gallery
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Send your best photo of an experiment to Dale Methven,

LR Coffee Breaks
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dalemethven@aol.com, the judge for this contest,

Go Pro Review
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by Wed., April 22 8 PM.

LR Mobile Camera App. 3
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Jamison’s gift certificate
prizes will be mailed to the
newsletter contest winners!
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Auto and how to use it for one slider... such
as white or black balance

Copy develop settings from one photo to another... 4 ways

Showing Additional Information on Grid
Cells... such as the meta data

Easily Search Folders, Collections and Keywords... very handy if you have thousands of
photos in many places

National Geographic
Today’s Big Question... Where Can You Find Peace in Times Like These
.

Do you get the NatGeo free email newsletters?
If not, enroll by clicking here.
You will love the photography one, of course,
plus may find special editions and travel interesting and informative.

Help your kids home school their children...
Connect your grandchildren to free NatGeo learn at home lessons
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Thinking about a Go Pro?
Watch our friend and frequent judge Chris Smith’s
video review of the Go Pro Max 360.
Even if you don’t ride a motorcycle, this may be just what is needed for your
adventures such as kayaking once we are again out and about

Wishing your phone or tablet camera photos were better?
Try shooting with the free Lightroom Mobile Camera app.
Special features of the LR Mobile Camera included in the LR Mobile
app. include:
•

Shooting in JPG or RAW!

•

Presets (including B/W presents) that are non-destructive vs. many
other camera apps. So you can change later to color, in instance

•

Easy to max screen brightness

•

One of the best features is the live exposure indicator (if you have
the CC subscription). You can meter on one area and lock that then
focus on another point. This is unlike the usual camera’s ability and
very helpful.

•

Nice composition overlays including a bubble level to help you
hold the camera straight to the subject or horizon.

•

Pro Mode (for CC subscribers) lets you adjust ISO, WB, Exposure,
Shutter Speed and select the camera on the iPhone 11 P

•

Watch these videos for more information and instruction:

How to Use the Camera

Note that the April
general meeting is
now

April 21st 7 pm
on Zoom!

Pro Mode Tutorial

Have you watched the Zoom video
to be ready for the 4/21st general club meeting?
Click on how to join on the right —>

How to Join a
Meeting...

